2004 jeep grand cherokee overheating at idle

My Jeep Grand Cherokee k miles has been overheating for the past couple of weeks only in idle.
I'm not sure if my fan isn't coming on when I'm reaching a certain temp or if it's my thermostat.
My AC works fine in idle and driving but I've been cautious about using it. Any suggestions
would help because I would like to have my jeep last for the rest of the summer or another 70k.
I've been pretty good to her and just put in a new drive shaft which has been the only big
expense. Low coolant level? Well one of the first things to do is make sure the cooling fans are
working properly If the fans do not come on properly, you'd have to check those related circuits
Many times it's a bad PWM relay. If the cooling system level is low, then check for leaks and
possibly an air pocket in the cooling system which can cause overheating Trending News. Tiger
Woods seriously injured in rollover car crash. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be
alive. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge.
Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. Answer Save. Related articles LP Lv 6. Still
have questions? Get your answers by asking now. I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee. It is the 6 cyl
2WD Laredo. About a month ago I noticed that my car was running hot when idle - usually at
long stop lights. Took it to the shop and found that my coolant was low and the fan had stopped
working. The mechanic fixed the fan, filled up the coolant as well as tested for leaks - there were
NO leaks. Everything has been fine up until today. I got in my car and within 5 minutes of
driving my temperature gauge went all the way to the max temp, and the Check Gauges light
came on. I pulled into an auto parts store and noticed that the coolant tank was empty. Filled it
up with coolant and came back to work. I'm hoping that no coolant in the tank was the problem,
but does anyone else have any other ideas of what it could be? I plan on taking it to a mechanic
tomorrow if the problem still persists today but I just wanted to get an idea. Detailed
explanations would be helpful, I'm a girl and don't really know much about cars. Thanks in
advance! If 12 volts is getting to the fan and it is no longer working, the fan wants to be replaced
interval. When was once the final time that your cooling process was once drained, flushed and
CLEANED with a one phase powered acid cooling process cleaner to get the rust and corrosion
out of the engine water-jackets, heater core and radiator? The cleaner the cooling method the
more effectually it cools. Trending News. Tiger Woods seriously injured in rollover car crash.
Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant.
FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg.
Answer Save. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. This just started within
the last week. When I drive, especially in the evenings, the temperature tends to rise on my car.
Usually it only happens if I have to sit at a light or several for a few minutes and if I have to wait
long while picking up my son. Usually, turning off the AC and running not idling it will help
bring the temperature down some. Since it doesn't get overheated until we're close to home, I
haven't been left stranded but I need to know what is wrong so I can get it fixed before we have
a real problem. Hey there. When the car is stone cold for your safety , check the level of coolant
in the radiator and plastic reservoir, too. If the coolant level is full, a typical cause of this kind of
overheating is a bad thermostat not opening and closing as it should but other possibilities do
have to be considered such as a partially blocked radiator , faulty radiator cooling fans ,
collapsed radiator hose , faulty radiator cap , and even other non-cooling system causes, such
as dragging brakes. An engine that is not operating properly certain engine malfunctions as
well as exhaust restrictions will cause overheating. The coolant is full. My car has miles. My car
has an automatic transmission. Kevin Gainer Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed
above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our
terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking The car cannot start,
there is no cranking It is very possible that the Drive Authorization System is preventing the
vehicle from starting. The system needs about If battery voltage is good, then there Read more.
When I stop at red light RPM drops and feels like it going to shut off This may be a sign of a
failing idle air control valve. The idle air control valve is located on or near your intake manifold
that monitors the air intake as it is mixed with fuel prior to being injected To find the leak that
exists in your case, and get the required repair estimated, please Excessive vibration at idle VW
Jetta Hi - I suspect your rough idling is an air leak loose hose or crack in the air intake , or dirty
idle air control valve. A leaking exhaust gas recirculation EGR valve would also cause rough
idling. I recommend a Needing help with compatible parts. You will need to find someone willing
to help you identify substitute compressors. I am assuming you are wanting to use a used unit
Overheating - Toyota Sienna Hi. The computer probably won't throw a code for a compression
leak. If the compression was that bad you would get a misfire code from the computer. I think
you have a clogged radiator or heater core causing your problem The leak on the passenger
side floor is most After a radiator change, My car is shaking and emitting black smoke. What
could be the cause? Changing the radiator may have caused the sensor to be bumped, or the
wiring for this sensor to be damaged. At 70 mph, braking in rain, car pulls hard to the right Hey

there, thanks for writing in about your Jaguar XJ8. If you have any kind or even a little brake
pulsation in the brakes when you stop, this may cause a wheel to momentary stop in wet
weather when Related articles. An investment, by definition, increases in value. A car is a
necessary purchase, and it will never appreciate in value, with the possible exception of
classics and antiques. So, as a used car The engine in your car produces a lot of heat, which
means that the cooling system in your car will need This has long been the dominant school of
thought, dating from when cars had carburetors and many would not run Browse other content.
Thermostat Replacement. Radiator Replacement. Radiator Hose Replacement. Pressure Test
Radiator Cap. Car is overheating Inspection. Straight 6. Replaced radiator, hoses for radiator,
radiator cap, water pump, thermostat. Worked great for about a month. Ran extremely hot while
in park and running. Towed in for service but didn't run hot again. Today, it ran very hot again
while in drive but idleing sp? Getting an oil change and they see no low fluids but a
transmission leak while on rack. Any ideas would be greatly appreciated. Is the cooling fan
working? If it is electrical make sure the fan switch is working, if not replace it. If the fan is belt
driven your fan clutch might be bad. Try Redline water wetter in your coolant which will help the
car to run a little cooler. ML72 answered 5 years ago. It's belt driven. I'll have them check it
tomorrow. I'm also getting another thermostat in the morning just in case it's sticking. Any other
suggestions are appreciated. Didn't realize I had to ask them to do that. I'll have them do it when
I take it back in. Dylan answered 5 years ago. Ended up being the fan assembly. Didn't have a
fan clutch. Glad it's taken care of now!!! Googleit answered 3 years ago. Ran extremely hot
while in p Hi, I'm a 32 year old female so please bear with me as I am probably not as
mechanically inclined as most guys! I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee Lerado. It does not have a
towing package. Last summ I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee, and it over heats when I drive, but
not at idle. I have notice when it's overheating that the top hose is extremely pressurized. But
the weird thing is that I d My friend has a Jeep Grand Cherokee with the 4. We replaced the
radiator, coolant temperature sensor, thermostat and the fan con I have a Jeep grand Cherokee
4. Thermostat seems to be working but the fan is not. What can cause it to overheat do I need to
replace the electric fan? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Grand Cherokee overheating
while idling. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Jeep Grand Cherokee question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Grand Cherokee Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Check for leaks.
Usually, there are useless on the highway since there is already cold air flow through the
radiator. Checking the fan clutch is a little tricky, but a good indication is asking a friend to turn
the engine off when it is hot while you look at th
mercedes benz fuse chart
1966 chevy parts
gulfstream motorhome wiring diagram
e fan. Check the radiator and the coolant pump coolant pump checking requires some work, so
it is not the first thing to doâ€¦ and usually it will start leaking before ending its life. Next, check
the radiator, it might be clogged and dirty. Have you ever cleaned it? Most of the overheating
issues are being solved while cleaning the radiator or replacing it with a new one. In the
Cherokee XJ you should fill the radiator with coolant and let the engine work and reach normal
working temperature for at least minutes. Skip to content. How To. January 13, December 15,
Saar overheating , radiator , t. How to avoid overheating? The first thing would be to keep the
cooling system in proper shape. DO NOT use regular water as coolant. My Jeep overheats, What
should I do? If there is a play in the coolant pump pulley, or there is coolant around it, replace it.
As written before, check the coolant pump. In the Grand Cherokee WJ there is a screw that
should be open, we will publish an article soon.

